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Experimental studies of the NaK 1 3D state
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The NaK 13D state has been studied by the perturbation-facilitated optical–optical double
resonance technique. Mixed singlet–triplet levels,A(2)1S1(vA ,J);b(1)3P(vb ,J), were pumped
from thermally populated rovibrational levels of the ground state,X(1)1S1(vX ,J61), using a
single-mode cw dye laser. A single-mode cw Ti:Sapphire laser was then used to further excite the
NaK molecules to various 13D(vD ,ND ,JD) rovibrational levels which were detected by observing
collision-induced3L→a(1)3S1 fluorescence in the green part of the spectrum. The measured
energies of the 13D(vD ,ND) levels were fit to a Dunham expansion, and the Dunham coefficients
were used to construct the RKR potential curve. Absolute numbering of the 13D state vibrational
levels was established by a comparison of experimental and calculated 13D(vD ,ND ,JD)
←b(1)3P(vb ,Jb) absorption line strengths. A deperturbation program was used to determine the
vibration-dependent 13D state spin–orbit interaction parameter. Hyperfine structure of the 13D
state was studied, and the Fermi-contact interaction term for this state was determined to be
;0.0111 cm21. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00140-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, the optical–optical dou
resonance~OODR! technique has been used to obtain v
amounts of data concerning many electronic states of a
diatomic molecules.1–42 When combined with narrow ban
continuous wave~cw! lasers, this technique is inherent
Doppler-free, so that very high resolution excitation spec
can be obtained. Most previous work has concentrated on
homonuclear diatomics Li2,

1–9 Na2,
10–19 and K2.

20–27 How-
ever, several groups have also used OODR to study h
lying electronic states of NaK28–38 and other39–42 hetero-
nuclear alkali molecules. In most cases, the goal has bee
obtain spectroscopic constants of the electronic states
map the electronic potential as a function of internuclear d
tance. Relative intensities have been used to map trans
dipole moments as functions of internucle
separation,36,43,44and line shapes have been used to inve
gate predissociation,6,31–33,45–47 tunneling through
barriers,8,17,28,29 and collisional quenching.31,48 Studies of
collision-induced satellite lines have been used to investig
electronic, vibrational, and rotational energ
transfer.2,6,7,23,38,47,49–52

Due to the dipole selection rule on spin,DS50, and the
fact that the electronic ground state of all alkali molecules
a spin singlet (S50), most previous OODR work has in
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volved studies of high-lying singlet electronic states. Ho
ever, perturbations can couple specific rovibrational levels
some singlet and triplet electronic states, most notably
b 3P andA 1S1 states. These perturbed or mixed levels
as ‘‘windows’’ into the triplet manifold. This allows alkal
diatomic triplet electronic states to be studied by a varian
the OODR technique called ‘‘perturbation-facilitate
optical–optical double resonance’’~PFOODR!.43–47,53–75

Alkali triplet states typically exhibit pronounced hype
fine structure due to the interaction between the electron
and nuclear spin magnetic dipole moments. The Dopp
free nature of the cw PFOODR technique has allowed
study of the hyperfine structure of many triplet electron
states of Na2,

47,62–67,76–79and similar studies have also bee
carried out for a few states of Li2,

47,54,55and NaRb.40,80 The
hyperfine structure of the NaKc(2)3S1 state has been stud
ied in molecular beams81–83and with a polarization spectros
copy variant of the PFOODR technique.44,73 The latter tech-
nique has also been used to study the hyperfine structur
the lowest NaK triplet statea(1)3S1.74,75

In the present work we report PFOODR studies of t
NaK 1 3D state, which dissociates to the atomic lim
Na(3S1/2)1K(3D5/2). A total of 771 13D(v,N,J,e/ f ) lev-
els with 3<v<36 were excited from four sets ofA(2)1S1

;b(1)3PV50 window levels. The 13D state is intermediate
between the Hund’s case a and case b coupling schemes
much closer to case b. This results in a unique rotational
pattern that allows these transitions to be easily identifi
We analyzed the level energies as a function ofv andN to
determine a set of Dunham coefficients. The latter was t
used to determine the RKR potential curve for the 13D state,
which was compared to recent calculations of Magnier a
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Millié .84 A deperturbation programLSQ85 was then used to
determine the 13D state spin–orbit constant. The hyperfin
structure of the 13D state was also well resolved, and w
analyzed this structure to obtain a value for the Fermi con
constant.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the experimental setup. Analysis of the rotational level str
ture is described in Sec. III A, and the Dunham coefficie
and RKR potential determined from the data are presente
Sec. III B. In Sec. III C we describe the calculation of exc
tation line intensities that were used to establish the abso
vibrational numbering of the 13D state. The deperturbatio
analysis resulting in the determination of the spin–orbit c
stant is presented in Sec. III D, and the analysis of the 13D
state hyperfine structure is described in Sec. III E. Brief m
tion of the collisional ‘‘gateway’’ effect is made in Sec. III F
Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 and is sim
to that used in Ref. 36. The sodium–potassium mixture w
contained in a four-arm cross heat-pipe oven,86 which was
heated toT;365– 395 °C in the central region to vaporiz
the metal. Argon buffer gas (pressure;0.5– 1.5 Torr) was
used to keep the alkali metal away from the windows, wh
were maintained at room temperature using water coolin

A Coherent model 699-29 single-mode cw dye las
pumped by a 5 W krypton ion laser, produced;240–490
mW power in the 730–775 nm range using LD700 dye. T
dye laser ~the PUMP laser! was tuned to specific
b(1)3P(vb ,J);A(2)1S1(vA ,J)←X(1)1S1(vX50, J61!
transitions of the NaK molecule. A Coherent model 899-
single-mode cw Ti:Sapphire laser, pumped by a 10 W ar

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. L, M, and BS represent lens, mirror, and be
splitter, respectively, while IF and PMT refer to interference filter and p
tomultiplier tube, respectively.
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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ion laser, produced 100–600 mW of power in the ran
730–920 nm using short-wavelength and mid-wavelen
optics. This Ti:Sapphire laser~the PROBE! was used to fur-
ther excite the NaK molecules, from theb(1)3P(vb ,J)
;A(2)1S1(vA ,J) window levels populated by the PUMP
laser, to various 13D(vD ,ND ,JD) levels with JD5J
21, J, J11. The two counterpropagating lasers were gen
focused using 1.0 and 1.5 m focal length lenses for
PUMP and PROBE laser, respectively, and carefully ov
lapped at the center of the oven.

Fluorescence was observed using three detectors sh
in Fig. 1. A freestanding photomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu
R406, ‘‘red fluorescence PMT’’ in Fig. 1!, equipped with
a 700–1000 nm bandpass filter, was used to mon
total A(2)1S1(vA ,J)→X(1)1S1(vX ,J61) fluorescence a
right angles to the laser propagation direction. This fluor
cence signal was used to tune the PUMP laser onto
center of a particularb(1)3P(vb ,J);A(2)1S1(vA ,J)
←X(1)1S1(vX ,J61) transition, after which the PUMP la
ser frequency was fixed. The PROBE laser was th
scanned, and excitation from the mixed lev
b(1)3P(vb ,J);A(2)1S1(vA ,J) into the 13D state was
monitored by detecting collision-induced3L→a(1)3S1

fluorescence in the green part of the spectrum~480–510 nm!
with a second freestanding PMT~Hamamatsu R928, ‘‘green
fluorescence PMT’’ in Fig. 1!. This detector was equippe
with a set of three 364–539 nm bandpass filters~Oriel model
51710! with a 465 nm transmission peak. Transitions to le
els of the 13D state could easily be detected in the
Doppler-free excitation spectra by their characteristic sig
ture ~see Sec. III A!. The PUMP laser was chopped an
lock-in detection employed. Removal of an indexer-moun
mirror from the ‘‘red’’ fluorescence path allowed resolve
fluorescence to be recorded using a monochromator/P
system. In this case, the frequencies of both lasers were fi
to a specific double-resonance transition, either laser co
be chopped, and the monochromator grating was scanne

The wave meter of the PUMP laser was calibrated
comparing frequencies of I2 laser-induced fluorescence sig
nals with those listed in the iodine atlas.87 The PROBE laser
wave meter was calibrated using optogalvanic signals fr
neon transitions in a hollow cathode lamp. Energies
1 3D(v,N,J) levels obtained in this manner are consider
accurate to;0.02 cm21.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Rotational level structure

Nearly degenerate levels of theA(2)1S1(vA ,J) and
b(1)3PV50(vb ,J) states, with the same rotational quantu
numberJ, are coupled together by the spin–orbit interactio
The interaction results in true eigenstates that are mixture
the unperturbed singlet and triplet wave functions. The
singlet–triplet mixed levels A(2)1S1(vA ,J)
;b(1)3PV50(vb ,J) act as ‘‘window levels,’’ allowing ac-
cess into higher triplet states.

The locations of window levels can be predicted by pl
ting the energies of the A(2)1S1(vA ,J) and
b(1)3PV50(vb ,J) rotational levels, calculated using the a

-
-
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7386 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 Huennekens et al.
curateA(2)1S1(vA , J) and b(1)3PV50(vb , J) state mo-
lecular constants reported in Refs. 88 and 89, respectiv
versusJ(J11). Rotational levels lying near the intersectio
of the curves are likely to be strongly perturbed. In t
present work we used two sets of perturbed levels ide
fied in Refs. 90 and 91: A(2)1S1(vA518, J526)
;b(1)3PV50(vb517, J526) and A(2)1S1(vA520, J
545);b(1)3PV50(vb518, J545); and two additional
sets identified here: A(2)1S1(vA511, J538)
;b(1)3PV50(vb512, J538) and A(2)1S1(vA515, J
515);b(1)3PV50(vb515, J515). We label each of thes
intermediate levels by the component@i.e., A(2)1S1(vA , J)
or b(1)3PV50(vb , J)] with largest amplitude in the mixed
level wave function. Rotational level assignments were c
firmed by pumping the same intermediate level from each
the ground state levelsX(1)1S1(vX50, JX5J11) and
X(1)1S1(vX50, JX5J21).

From a particular mixed intermediate window lev
A(2)1S1(vA , J);b(1)3PV50(vb , J) we can excite higher
lying 1S1, 1P, 3S1, 3S2, 3P, and3D states. Singlets can
be detected by observation of bound–bound1L→X(1)1S1

fluorescence in the violet part of the spectrum, while tripl
can be detected by the observation of3L→a(1)3S1 bound–
free emission in the green. In addition to the differe
spectral range in which they radiate, triplets can also be id
tified since they have greater intensity when excited thro
the predominantly triplet intermediate level, and most
the triplet levels also exhibit a pronounced hyperfine str
ture. Levels of the 13D state, in particular, are identifie
by their very distinctive fine/hyperfine structure~Fig. 2!.
We note that3D→a(1)3S1 and3S2→a(1)3S1 transitions
are dipole forbidden, but double resonance excitation to
1 3D levels can still be detected by collision-induce
3L→a(1)3S1 bound–free emission in the green. Howev
this collision-induced triplet fluorescence is typically mu
weaker than direct bound–free triplet fluorescence fr
upper 3S1 and 3P levels, which are also observed in th
present work and that will be reported elsewhere.

1 3D rotational level intensity patterns can be understo
by recognizing that the angular momentum coupling sche
of the 13D state is intermediate between the Hund’s cas
and case b limits, but much closer to case b than to case
the Hund’s case b coupling scheme,92,93L, the component of
electron orbital angular momentum along the internucl
axis, is a good quantum number~see Fig. 2, p. 304, Ref. 93!.

LY couples to the nuclear rotation vectorRY to form the vector

NY . The electron spinSY is not coupled strongly to the inter

nuclear axis. Instead,SY couples toNY to form the total angular

momentum~excluding nuclear spin! JY . SinceS51 for a trip-
let state,J can take on the valuesN21, N, andN11 for a
givenN. The threeJ levels (N11, N, N21) for givenN are
labeled F1 , F2 , and F3 , respectively.94 L doubling for
states withLÞ0 results in a small splitting betweenJ levels
with opposite (e/ f ) parity. Thus we have three sets ofe/ f
level pairs (J5N21, J5N, andJ5N11) for each distinct
value ofN.

According to selection rules,DJ50,61 in a dipole tran-
sition with e↔e, f↔ f for DJ561 ande↔ f for DJ50.94
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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Thus, there are nine allowed rotational transitio
13D(vD , ND , JD ,e/ f )←b(1)3PV50(vb , J,e) from a par-
ticular intermediate levelb(1)3PV50(vb , J,e) into the 13D
vibrational levelvD ~see Fig. 3!. We note that allA(2)1S1

rotational levels havee parity, and due to thee←/→ f selec-
tion rule for perturbations,95 we only accesse parity
b(1)3PV50 intermediate levels. From Fig. 3 it can be se
that the nine allowed rotational levels are grouped into fi
sets corresponding toND5J22, J21, J, J11, andJ12.
The primary transition labelsP, Q, andR correspond toDJ
5Jupper2Jlower521, 0, and 11, respectively, while sub-
scripts indicate the upper and lowerF1 , F2 , andF3 compo-
nents of the transition~i.e., P21 represents theDJ521 tran-
sition between the upper stateF2 component and lower stat
F1 component!.

Hyperfine interactions complicate this simple picture, e
pecially at relatively highJ, where hyperfine splittings are
comparable to the fine splittings between differentJ levels of
the sameN manifold. For example, using the intermedia
level b(1)3PV50(vb518, J545,e) we observe a compli-
cated ten peak fine/hyperfine pattern for theND5J transition
@see Fig. 2~a!#. Hyperfine structure will be discussed in Se
III E below. However, at lowerJ, the fine structure splitting

FIG. 2. Fine/hyperfine structure of the 13D state. ~a! 1 3D(v514, N
545)←b(1)3P0(v518, J545) transition. ~b! 1 3D(v510, N515)
←b(1)3P0(v515, J515) transition. In~b! the J5N11, J5N, and J
5N21 components are clearly resolved. These spectra were recorded
PUMP and PROBE beams counterpropagating.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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7387J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 The NaK 1 3D state
is much greater and the rotation line pattern breaks into w
defined J level transitions@Fig. 2~b!#, although hyperfine
structure is still evident. It can be shown~Ref. 96 and Sec
III E ! that theF2(JD5ND) component of the upper state h
a much smaller hyperfine splitting than theF1 andF3 com-
ponents. Thus, theF2 component appears as a single line
Fig. 2~b! while theF1 andF3 components display four pea
structures with clearly resolved hyperfine splittings. Figur
shows the full set of 13D(vD510) rotational levels that can
be observed from the intermediate levelb(1)3PV50(vb

512, J538,e) @i.e., from the predominantly triplet compo
nent of the A(2)1S1(vA511, J538,e);b(1)3PV50(vb

512, J538,e) mixed pair#. From the selection rules an
spectra, it can be seen that the fine structure levels are
verted~i.e., that the highestJ within a givenN manifold lies
lowest!. This is consistent with the fact that the dissociati
limit of the NaK 13D state is Na(3S)1K(3D), and the
atomic K(3D) fine structure levels are inverted.

B. Molecular constants and RKR potential

A total of 771 13D(v, N, J,e/ f ) levels were identified
in the present work withv ranging from 3 to 36. Absolute
vibrational numbering was established by a comparison w
the recent theoretical potential of Magnier and Millie´,84 and

FIG. 3. Allowed rotational transitions from one3PV50(vP , JP ,e/ f ,
1/2) lower state level into one vibrational level of a3D state. In this
schematic example, the lower level is taken to be the NaKb(1)3PV50(v
512, J538,e,1) level, which is treated in Hund’s case a, while the upp
state of the transition is thev510 level of the 13D state~treated in Hund’s
case b!. ~See also Fig. 4.!
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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by a comparison of calculated and experimental excitat
probabilities~see Sec. III C!. J values of the levels probed
ranged fromJintermediate21 to Jintermediate11, while N values
ranged fromJintermediate22 to Jintermediate12 for the four in-
termediate levels used in this study (Jintermediate515, 26, 38,
45!. 14 lines were eliminated from further analysis becau
they were either strongly overlapped by other lines, the s
nals were extremely noisy, or the assignments were con
ered to be questionable.

In the first step of the analysis, 13D(v, N) term values
of the 258 F2 (J5N) components were fit to a standa
Dunham expansion,97,98

E~v, N, J5N!5(
i ,k

Yi ,kS v1
1

2D i

@N~N11!2L2#k,

~1!

with L52 for theD state. To first order, theF2 components
are not affected by the spin–orbit and hyperfine interacti
so this analysis yields reasonable values for the molec
constants that are listed in Table I. All realistic diatom
potentials should satisfy the Kratzer relation,94,95

Y025
24Y01

3

Y10
2 , ~2!

while Morse potentials should satisfy the Peke
relation,94,95

Y115
6Y01

2

Y10
F12S 2Y20

Y01
D 1/2G . ~3!

For the experimental constants listed in Table I, the rig
hand side of ~2! yields 22.063E27 ~compared toY02

522.30E27), while the right hand side of~3! yields
25.5898E24 ~compared toY11525.0162E24). Accord-
ing to the correlation diagram shown in Fig. 9 of Ref. 32, t
dissociation limit of the NaK 13D state is Na(32S1/2)
1K(3 2D5/2). The dissociation energyDe listed in Table I is
based upon this limit.

An attempt was made to fit a first-orderL doubling
constant,98 but the fitted value was smaller than its unce
tainty. Therefore we did not useL doubling constants in the
subsequent analysis.

The Dunham coefficients were then used to determ
the experimental RKR potential curve,102,103which is shown
in Fig. 5. A table ~EPAPS Table 1! containing the RKR
turning points for the NaK 13D state has been placed o
deposit with the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publicatio
Service~EPAPS!.104

C. Vibrational numbering and Franck–Condon factors

Due to limitations imposed by the accessible wavelen
ranges of the dye and Ti:Sapphire lasers, we were not ab
measure level energies all the way down to the bottom of
1 3D potential well. In the analysis described in the prece
ing section, it was assumed that the lowest 13D state vibra-
tional level observed in the present work wasv053. A pre-
liminary assignment of the absolute vibrational number
was established by comparing the present experimenta
sults with constants derived from the recent theoretical
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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FIG. 4. Rotational transitions into the NaK 13D(v510) vibrational level from theb(1)3PV50(v512, J538,e,1) window level.~a! ND536, J537. ~b!
ND537, J537, 38.~c! ND538, J537, 38, 39.~d! ND539, J538, 39.~e! ND540, J539. These spectra were recorded with counterpropagating PUMP
PROBE beams.
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tentials of Magnier and Millie´.84 The latter have been show
to give accurate representations of other high-lying state
NaK.28,32,35,36,44,82,88,105–109The assumed numbering,v053,
gives the best agreement between theoretical and experi
tal Te values (Y00 in Table I!, while v052 gives better
agreement between vibrational level splittings.

Definite vibrational numbering can be obtained from
comparison of experimental and calculated fluorescence
tensities ~Franck–Condon factors!. Unfortunately, the
1 3D(vD)→b(1)3P bound–bound fluorescence is ove
lapped by very strongA(2)1S1→X(1)1S1 fluorescence in-
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
of

en-

n-

duced by both the dye and Ti:Sapphire lasers individua
However, we do have a rough measure of 13D(vD)
←b(1)3PV50(vb) vibrational line strengths from ou
double resonance excitation spectra. Experimental excita
line intensities~which are proportional to the absorption lin
strengths! are generally not as accurate as fluorescence in
sities. In the present work, the excitation line intensities
pend on relative laser intensities at different wavelengt
exact PUMP laser frequency, beam overlap, etc., co
pounded by the fact that the excitation spectra were taken
many different days. A single fluorescence spectrum, on
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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other hand, can be taken in a few minutes with no adju
ments made to either laser, and only the relative detec
system efficiency versus wavelength needs to be calibra
Nevertheless, the absorption spectra still give a reason
picture of weak and strong vibrational transitions and c
certainly identify upper state vibrational levels for which t
relevant Franck–Condon factor is negligible.

The intensity of an absorption line,I abs., is given by92

I abs.~v8←v9,!}nu E cv8Me~R!cv9 dRu2. ~4!

FIG. 5. Comparison between experimental and theoretical NaK 13D state
potential curves. Dotted line: theoretical potential from Ref. 84. Solid li
experimental potential obtained in the present work.

TABLE I. Molecular constants for the NaK 13D state. Note: All values are
given in cm21 except for the equilibrium internuclear separationRe which is
in Å. The dissociation energyDe was obtained from the expressionDe

5@De(X
1S1)1DEatomic2Y00# with De(X

1S1)5(5274.960.5) cm21

from Ref. 100 and DEatomic5E@Na(3S1/2)1K(3D5/2)#2E@Na(3S1/2)
1K(4S1/2)#521 534.42 from Ref. 101. Quoted uncertainties represent 9
confidence limits.

Experiment~this work! Theory

Re 3.881660.0012 3.89a,b

De 3201.560.5 3075a,b

Y00 23 607.862160.0380 23 647a

23 653b

Y10 94.790 8760.007 90 93.60a

93.23b

Y20 20.473 92560.000 530
Y30 21.271E20361.6E205
Y40 25.107E20561.9E207
Y01 0.077 382 660.000 048 0
Y11 25.0162E20465.60E206
Y21 4.5E20762.1E207
Y31 21.920E20763.4E209
Y02 22.30E20762.5E208
Y12 1.9E20962.6E209
Y22 21.80E21066.1E211
A0 20.234 9160.001 32
A1 20.001 2460.000 07

aReference 84.
bReference 99.
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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Heren is the line frequency,cv8 andcv9 are the upper and
lower level radial wave functions, respectively, andMe(R)
is the transition dipole moment as a function of internucle
separationR.

We carried out calculations of absorption line intensit
using each of the assumed vibrational numbering sche
v052, v053, and v054. In each case, a set of Dunha
coefficients was calculated using the DSParFit program98

These constants were then used to generate a candidate
potential using the programRKR1.103 Finally, absorption line
intensities were calculated using the programLEVEL 6.0.110

In these last calculations, the NaK 13D←b(1)3P transition
dipole moment was taken from Ref. 99. The results of th
calculations are shown in Fig. 6 for 13D(vD , J5N526)
←b(1)3PV50(vb517, J526) transitions, where they ar
compared to the relative experimental excitation line inte
sities. Although the level of agreement between experime
and calculated intensities is marginal in all cases for the r
sons given above, it is clear that the node positions are m
more accurately reproduced using the assignmentv053.
Similar results were obtained for 13D(vD , J5N515)
←b(1)3PV50(vb515, J515), 13D(vD , J5N538)
←b(1)3PV50(vb512, J538), and 13D(vD , J5N545)
←b(1)3PV50(vb518, J545) transitions. Thus we believ
that the assignmentv053 most likely provides the correc
vibrational numbering for the NaK 13D state.

D. Spin–orbit constant

As stated earlier, the angular momentum coupli
scheme of the NaK 13D state is intermediate betwee
Hund’s case a and Hund’s case b, but much closer to cas
Nevertheless, it is most convenient to start from the cas
wave functions when analyzing the 13D state fine structure
Either case b or case a basis functions can be used in
analysis, as long as the full spin-dependent Hamiltonian
diagonalized for a givenvD andJ. Figure 1, p. 298, Ref. 93
shows the Hund’s case a angular momentum coup
scheme. In case a, the electron spinSY is considered to be
strongly coupled to the internuclear axis with componentS.
S andL add together to formV ~the total electronic angula
momentum along the internuclear axis!. VY then couples to
the nuclear rotation vectorRY to form the vectorJY . Case a
basis functions for a givenJ are labeled by the value ofV.
For the 13D state,L52 andS521, 0, 11. ThusV51, 2,
and 3.

According to Refs. 111 and 112, the case a Hamilton
matrix for a3D state with given vibrational statev and rota-
tional quantum numberJ, has the following component
HVV8 :

H115TD22AD1BDx2DD~x212x24!1e2g,

H225TD1BD~x22!2DD~x2212!22e22g,

H335TD12AD1BD~x28!2DD~x2214x152!

1e2g,
:

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between experimental and calc
lated 13D(vD , J5N526)←b(1)3PV50(vb517, J
526) absorption line intensities for various assig
ments of the lowest observed 13D state vibrational
level v0 . ~a! v052; ~b! v053; ~c! v054. In each case,
the calculated intensity is given by
nu*cv8Me(R)cv9 dRu2 using the calculated 13D
←b(1)3P transition dipole moment from Ref. 99. Th
experimental and calculated intensities are normaliz
to each other atv521, v522, andv523, in parts~a!,
~b!, and~c!, respectively.
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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H125BD~2x24!1/222DD~x21!~2x24!1/2

2
g

&
~x22!1/2,

H235BD~2x212!1/222DD~x25!~2x212!1/2

2
g

&
~x26!1/2,

H13522DD~x228x112!1/2.

~5!

In these expressions,x[J(J11), TD is the electronic/
vibrational energy,BD is the rotational constant,DD is the
centrifugal distortion constant,AD is the spin–orbit constant
g is the spin–rotation constant, ande is the spin–spin
constant,111,112respectively, for the NaK 13D state.

We used the computer programLSQ85 to analyze the full
set of measured rotational level energies (F1 , F2 , and F3

components! for each 13D vibrational level. For each com
ponent, we use the weighted mean of the observed hype
lines. TheLSQ program carries out the matrix diagonalizatio
and varies the fitting parameters to give the best least-squ
fit to the input data. In our use of the program, the consta
TD , BD , andDD were fixed at the values determined fro
the earlier Dunham fit of theF2 components.AD , g, ande
were allowed to vary in the fit. However, values for th
spin–rotation and spin–spin constants were always foun
be less than their uncertainties and these constants wer
to zero in the subsequent analysis. Thus, in the final fits, o
the parameterAD was allowed to vary although the fitte
values ofAD were not significantly changed ifg ande were
included in the fit, or if the constantsTD , BD , andDD were
also allowed to vary. Fitted values ofAD are plotted in Fig.
7, where it can be seen that they display a weak linear
pendence onv. This fitting procedure thus yields the Na
1 3D state spin–orbit interaction constants, given by

FIG. 7. MeasuredAD values~with error bars!, obtained from least-square
fitting of experimental term values using theLSQ program, plotted agains

(v11/2). Solid line is a linear fit to the functionAD5A01A1(v1
1
2) with

A0520.234 91 andA1520.001 24.
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AD5A01A1~v11/2!

5@20.234 9120.001 24~v11/2!# cm21. ~6!

Calculated term values based on the molecular const
listed in Table I, including the spin–orbit constants, rep
duce the 757 NaK 13D state term values measured in th
work with a root mean square discrepancy of 0.009 cm21.
All measured NaK 13D(v, N, J) level energies, with com-
parisons to energies calculated using the constants repo
in Table I, are listed in EPAPS Table 2 of the supplement
Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication Service~EPAPS!
document.104 Also listed in EPAPS Table 2 are the groun
state, intermediate state and upper (13D) state levels, and
PUMP and PROBE laser frequencies for each PFOO
transition studied in this work.

E. Hyperfine structure

Hyperfine structure is readily observable in this expe
ment because the double resonance technique using na
band lasers is inherently Doppler free. The NaK ground s
X(1)1S1 is expected to have negligible hyperfin
structure83,113 sinceS50 andL50 ~see the discussion be
low!. Therefore, the pump laser resonance condition is

\vPUMP5E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb ,Fb!#

2E@X~1!1S1~vX , JX!#1\kYPUMP"vY

5E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb ,Fb!#

2E@X~1!1S1~vX , JX!#1
\vPUMPnPUMPvz

c
,

~7!

wherevPUMP andkYPUMP are the PUMP laser frequency an
wave vector,nPUMP is the index of refraction of the vapor a
vPUMP, and vY is the molecular velocity.
E@b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb ,Fb)# is the energy of the
b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb ,Fb) hyperfine level, and
E@X(1)1S1(vX , JX)# is the energy of the initial
X(1)1S1(vX , JX) level. Here, the PUMP laser propagatio
direction is chosen to be thez axis. Thus only one velocity
group ~i.e., those molecules with az component of velocity
vz) will be excited for each intermediate state hyperfine le
Fb .

The PROBE laser resonance condition is similarly giv
by the expression

\vPROBE5E@~1!3D~vD , ND , JD ,FD!#

2E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb ,Fb!#1\kYPROBE"vY

5E@~1!3D~vD , ND , JD ,FD!#

2E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb ,Fb!#

7
\vPROBEnPROBEvz

c
, ~8!

where vPROBE and kYPROBE are the PROBE laser frequenc
and wave vector,nPROBE is the index of refraction of the
vapor atvPROBE, andE@(1)3D(vD , ND , JD ,FD)# is the en-
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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ergy of the level 13D(vD , ND , JD ,FD). The upper~minus!
sign in Eq.~8! corresponds to the case of counterpropaga
lasers ~PROBE propagating in the2z direction! and the
lower ~plus! sign to the case of copropagating lasers.

We define E@b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb)# and
E@(1)3D(vD , ND , JD)# to be the weighted means of th
b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb ,Fb) and 13D(vD , ND , JD ,FD) hyper-
fine components, respectively. If we assume for simplic
that the PUMP laser is fixed to line center of th
b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb)←X(1)1S1(vX , JX) transition,
\vPUMP5E@b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb)#2E@X(1)1S1(vX , JX)#,
and that the indices of refractionnPUMP andnPROBEare both
equal to 1, we can eliminatevz from Eqs.~7! and ~8! and
obtain the PROBE laser resonance condition:

\vPROBE2$E@~1!3D~vD , ND , JD!#

2E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb!#%

5$E@~1!3D~vD , ND , JD ,FD!#

2E@~1!3D~vD , ND , JD!#%2H 17
vPROBE

vPUMP
J

3$E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb ,Fb!#

2E@b~1!3PV50~vb , Jb!#%. ~9!

For the case of counterpropagating lasers@the minus sign in
Eq. ~9!#, and in the limit thatvPROBE'vPUMP we see that the
intermediateb(1)3PV50 state hyperfine structure drops ou
and the probe laser simply traces out the hyperfine struc
of the upper state as it is scanned around the weighted m
of the 13D(vD , ND , JD)←b(1)3PV50(vb , Jb) transition.
In the present case, 0.81,vPROBE/vPUMP,0.96. Thus, the
counterpropagating geometry facilitates the observation
the upper 13D state hyperfine structure, by canceling mo
of the contribution from theb(1)3PV50 state.

In the copropagating case@the plus sign in Eq.~9!#, we
see that both the 13D state and theb(1)3PV50 state hyper-
fine structures contribute to the observed line spacings. In
limit that vPROBE'vPUMP the line spacings will reflect the
1 3D state hyperfine structure minus twice theb(1)3PV50

state hyperfine structure. Thus, the difference between
line spacings in the co- and counterpropagating geome
allows theb(1)3PV50 state hyperfine structure to be stu
ied. Examples of spectra recorded with the co- and coun
propagating PUMP/PROBE geometries are shown in Fig

According to Ref. 114, the diagonal matrix elements
the Fermi contact interaction~see below! are expected to be
negligible for theb(1)3PV50 state. However, theV51 and
V52 components have nonzero diagonal matrix eleme
and theb(1)3PV50 state might acquire appreciable hype
fine structure from mixing of the three fine structure comp
nents as the rotation number increases.82 In Ref. 115, for
example, the analogous Na2

3PV50,u state was found to hav
hyperfine structure splittings that are comparable to thos
the 3PV52,u state and much larger than those for t
3PV51,u state. In addition, perturbations betwe
b(1)3PV50 and other states can result in appreciable hyp
fine structure. Ishikawaet al.83 report NaK b(1)3PV50(v
;62) state total hyperfine splittings~i.e., splittings between
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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the lowest- and highest-frequency hyperfine components
line! of up to ;0.02 cm21, but only in the range 15,J
,30, where theb(1)3PV50(v;62) state is strongly per
turbed by thec(2)3S1 state. From a comparison of Fig
8~a! and 8~b!, we can estimate that the total splitting of th
NaK b(1)3PV50(v517, J526,e,1) level is approximately
0.0060 cm21. A detailed analysis of the NaKb(1)3P state
hyperfine structure would require more data obtained w
the copropagating geometry.

The magnetic hyperfine structure Hamiltonian for a
atomic molecule described in Hund’s case a or b can
written as82,96,116

Hhfs5(
i ,n

@aL IY~n!"kY1~b2c! IY~n!"SY ~ i !

13c„IY~n!"kY…„SY ~ i !"kY…#, ~10!

where

FIG. 8. Fine and hyperfine structure of the 13D(vD517, ND526)
←b(1)3PV50(vb517, Jb526) transition recorded with the PROBE lase
~a! copropagating and~b! counterpropagating with the PUMP laser. In pa
~b! the observed hyperfine structure is primarily that of the upper 13D state.
In part ~a! the observed hyperfine structure is that of the upper 13D state
minus approximately twice that of the intermediateb(1)3PV50 level. Since
the hyperfine structure of the 13D(vD517, ND526, JD525) level is in-
verted, the intermediate level hyperfine structure~multiplied by $1
1vPROBE/vPUMP%) increases the observed splittings relative to those in
counterpropagating case. For the 13D(vD517, ND526, JD527) level,
which is not inverted, the observed splittings are compressed.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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a52mBgImNK 1

r in
3 L

ave

,

b5
16p

3
mBgImNuc~r in50!u2, ~11!

c5mBgImNK 3 cos2 u21

r in
3 L

ave

.

Here mB , gI , and mN represent the Bohr magneton, theg
value for nucleusn, and the nuclear magneton, respective
kY is a unit vector along the internuclear axis,rY in is the vector
separation between nucleusn and electroni, uc(r in50)u2 is
the probability of finding electroni at the position of nucleus
n, andu is the angle between the internuclear axis and
vector rY in . SY ( i ) and IY(n) are the spin angular momenta
electroni and nucleusn, respectively. The termbIY"SY repre-
sents the Fermi contact interaction, while thea andc terms
represent the nuclear spin–electron orbital angular mom
tum interaction, and the nuclear spin–electron spin dip
interaction, respectively.

The sum in expression~10! runs over all electrons in the
molecule and both nuclei. However, electrons occupy
filled shells do not contribute sinceL50 andS50 for those
electrons. The probabilityuc(r in50)u2 of finding the elec-
tron at the position of the nucleus is negligible unless ther
an appreciable amount of atomics state orbital in the wave
function of an unpaired electron. Conversely, when there
an appreciable amount of atomics state orbital in the elec
tron wave function, the Fermi contact term usually dom
nates the magnetic hyperfine interaction.74,83,96,117 In the
present case, the NaK 13D state dissociates to th
Na(3s 2S1/2)1K(3d 2D5/2) asymptotic limit. Thus, the hy-
perfine structure of this state should be dominated by
Fermi contact interaction involving the sodium atom nucle
(I 5 3

2).
74 Under these circumstances, interactions involv

the electric quadrupole moments of the nuclei can also
neglected.

Evaluation of the hyperfine energies from the Ham
tonian given in Eq.~10! depends on the angular momentu
coupling scheme followed in the case of interest. The N
1 3D state is close to Hund’s case b, where the electron s
is not coupled strongly to the internuclear axis. If the nucl
spin angular momentum is also not coupled strongly to
internuclear axis then the coupling case is calledbb and two
subcases are possible. In casebbS , SY , and IY couple to form
an intermediate vectorGY (SY 1 IY5GY ) and thenGY couples to
NY to form the total angular momentum vectorFY (GY 1NY

5FY ). In casebbJ , SY first couples toNY to form JY (SY 1NY

5JY ) and IY then couples toJY to form the total angular mo
mentum vectorFY ( IY1JY5FY ). The casebbS andbbJ coupling
schemes are illustrated in Fig. 5 of Ref. 47~or Fig. 8-1 in
Ref. 96!. For the NaK 13D state and low rotation quantum
numberN, J is approximately a good quantum number@see
Fig. 2~b!# and thebbJ coupling scheme is valid. At higherN
values@Fig. 2~a!#, the coupling scheme is intermediate b
tween casesbbS andbbJ .
Downloaded 19 Jan 2001  to 128.180.23.36.  Redistribution subject to
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In the casebbJ limit, and for S51, the Fermi contact
interaction hyperfine splittings are given by96

EJ5N115
b

2~N11!
@F~F11!2I ~ I 11!2J~J11!#\2,

~12!

EJ5N5
b

2N~N11!
@F~F11!2I ~ I 11!2J~J11!#\2,

~13!

EJ5N215
2b

2N
@F~F11!2I ~ I 11!2J~J11!#\2. ~14!

These results can be understood from a simple vector c
pling model.114 In casebbJ SY andNY precess rapidly aroundJY

and only SJ , the component of the electron spin alongJY ,
contributes to the effective spin dipole moment. Thus,
coupling term becomesbIY"SY 5bIY"SY J5bIY"JY (SJ /uJY u). For J

5N11 we have uJY u5@J(J11)#1/2\ and uNY u5@N(N
11)#1/2\5@(J21)J#1/2\, while uSY u5@S(S11)#1/2\
5@2#1/2\ for S51. From the geometry of Fig. 18 (F1 com-
ponent! of Ref. 114, we can therefore see that

uSY u22SJ
25S'

2

5uNY u22@ uJY u2SJ#
2

5@~J21!J#\22@@J~J11!#1/2\2SJ#
2,

2\22SJ
2522J\212SJ@J~J11!#1/2\2SJ

2,

~15!

whereSJ and S' represent the components of the vectorSY

along JY and perpendicular toJY , respectively. Equation~15!
then yields

SJ

uJY u
5

~J11!\

uJY u@J~J11!#1/2
5

1

J
5

1

N11
. ~16!

Since IY"JY5 1
2@F(F11)2I (I 11)2J(J11)#\2, this result

leads directly to Eq.~12!. In a similar fashion, theF2 andF3

diagrams of Fig. 18, Ref. 114 lead directly to Eqs.~13! and
~14!. Note that the extra factor ofN in the denominator of
Eq. ~13! @as compared to Eq.~12!# causes the hyperfine split
tings ofF2 components (J5N components! to be more than
an order of magnitude smaller than those ofF1 andF3 com-
ponents, for allN values used in the present study. This
readily observable in Fig. 2~b!, where theF2 component hy-
perfine structure is not resolved while the hyperfine struct
of the F1 andF3 components is clearly resolved.

As stated above, the dominant contribution to the N
1 3D state hyperfine structure is the Fermi contact interact
between the unpaired electron spins and the sodium nuc
spin. Since the sodium nuclear spin quantum numberI
5 3

2, we expect each rotational levelJ to split into four com-
ponents:F5J2 3

2, J2 1
2, J1 1

2, andJ1 3
2.

In the casebbJ coupling scheme, we see from Eqs.~12!–
~14! that each of the three fine structure components (F1 ,
F2 , andF3) of an N manifold obey a Lande´ interval rule:

DEhfs~J,F !5E~J,F !2E~J,F21!5aJF, ~17!

with
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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aJ5N115
b\2

N11
,

aJ5N5
b\2

N~N11!
, ~18!

aJ5N215
2b\2

N
.

Thus, we expect that theF1 component (J5N11) will dis-
play four lines with spacings ofaJ5N11(J2 1

2), aJ5N11(J
1 1

2), andaJ5N11(J1 3
2), in order of increasing energy, o

b\2(N1 1
2)/(N11), b\2(N1 3

2)/(N11), and b\2(N
1 5

2)/(N11). Similarly, theF3 component (J5N21) will
be inverted, with spacings of 2aJ5N21(J1 3

2),
2aJ5N21(J1 1

2), and 2aJ5N21(J2 1
2), or b\2(N1 1

2)/N,
b\2(N2 1

2)/N, and b\2(N2 3
2)/N. Finally, the F2 compo-

nent will also display four lines with spacings ofaJ5N(J
2 1

2), aJ5N(J1 1
2), and aJ5N(J1 3

2), or b\(N2 1
2)/@N(N

11)#, b\2(N11/2)/@N(N11)#, and b\2(N13/2)/@N(N
11)#.

Transitions to the NaK 13D state rotational levelsN
513– 17 from the intermediate state window lev
A(2)1S1(vA515, J515);b(1)3PV50(vb515, J515),
recorded with the counterpropagating PUMP/PROBE geo
etry, were used to analyze the 13D state hyperfine structure
since these represent the lowest rotational levels studied,
thus most closely approximate the casebbJ coupling scheme.
In all cases, the hyperfine structure of theF2 components
was unresolved@see Fig. 2~b!#. However, an analysis of 37
line splittings in theF1 and F3 components allowed us t
determine the value

b\2'0.0111 cm21. ~19!

Deviations from the Lande´ interval rule are on the order o
10%. Such deviations result from residual hyperfine struct
of theb(1)3PV50 intermediate state level that does not ca
cel out completely, even in the counterpropagating geome
due to the unequal frequencies of the PUMP and PRO
lasers, and from neglect of various small contributions to
1 3D state hyperfine structure. The latter include the Fe
contact term associated with the potassium atom nuc
~which contributes if the molecular 13D state wave function
has a nonzero contribution from a potassium atoms orbital!,
nuclear spin–electron orbital and nuclear spin–electron s
magnetic dipole interactions, and interactions involving
electric quadrupole moments of the nuclei. In addition,
can see from Fig. 2~a! that at highN the hyperfine splittings
become comparable to the fine structure splittings. Thus,J is
not a good quantum number in this limit and the hyperfi
structure must be considered to be intermediate between
bbJ andbbS coupling limits. One could, in principle, exten
the Hund’s case a matrix elements of Eq.~5! to include hy-
perfine interactions~using, for example, case aa basis func-
tions!, and diagonalize the resulting 12312 matrix. Such an
analysis might need to include spin–spin and spin–rota
interactions as well as the so-far-neglected hyperfine inte
tions. We have not attempted this analysis in the present
because it appears unlikely that it would result in a sign
cantly improved value for the 13D state Fermi contact inter
action constant reported above.
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The value of the constant representing the Fermi con
interaction between the electron spin and the sodium nuc
for the NaK 13D state reported in Eq.~19! above is consis-
tent with the values 0.0104, 0.0112, 0.0108, and 0.01
cm21 reported in Refs. 73, 81, 82, and 83, respectively,
the NaKc(2)1S1 state. Reference 74 gives the value 0.01
cm21 for the Fermi contact interaction between the electr
spin and sodium nucleus in the NaKa(1)3S1 state.

As mentioned above, for higherN values,J is no longer
strictly a good quantum number. This can be seen in F
4~a!, 4~b!, 4~d!, and 4~e!, where very weakDJ562 transi-
tions are clearly visible from the intermediate lev
b(1)3PV50(v512, J538,e,1). However, F is always a
good quantum number and in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d! we see that
only three such ‘‘forbidden’’DJ562 lines are observed in
each case. In Fig. 4~d!, for example, the 13D(J540) level is
split into four hyperfine levels withF541.5, 40.5, 39.5, and
38.5. According to theDF50,61 selection rule, only the
last three of these can be accessed fromb(1)3PV50(J
538), for whichF539.5, 38.5, 37.5, and 36.5.

F. Gateway effect

In this work we observed strong collisional transfer
population from one member of a mutually perturbin
A(2)1S1(vA , J);b(1)3P(vb , J) pair of levels to the
other member. Specifically, we found that we could PUM
the predominantly singlet member of the mutually perturb
pair from the ground state, A(2)1S1(vA , J)
←X(1)1S1(vX , J61), and then PROBE on the
1 3D(vD , ND , JD)←b(1)3P(vb , J) transition starting
from the predominantly triplet member of the pair, orvice
versa. These collision-assisted transitions to the 13D state
were important to our data analysis because they provi
the only recorded data on the lowest observed vibratio
level vD53. Typically, the intensities of PROBE lines ob
served following collisional transfer from the predominan
singlet level of the mutually perturbing pair to the predom
nantly triplet level were;35%–40% as strong as the dire
double resonance signals through the predominantly sin
level at a buffer gas pressure of;1 Torr.

This strong collisional transfer between mutually pe
turbing levels of theA(2)1S1 andb(1)3P states appears to
be an example of the ‘‘gateway effect’’ first suggested
Gelbart and Freed.118 According to this model, the collision
cross section is much greater for transfer of population
tween the mutually perturbing levels of the two electron
states, than for transfer between nonperturbing levels. T
if the A(2)1S1(vA , J);b(1)3P(vb , J) perturbation is
strongest forJ5Jp , the collisional transfer of population
from A(2)1S1(vA , JA) to b(1)3P(vb , Jb) is most likely to
occur through a series of collisions utilizing theJp perturba-
tions as a ‘‘gateway:’’

A~2!1S1~vA , JA!1M→A~2!1S1~vA , Jp!,

A~2!1S1~vA , Jp!1M→b~1!3P~vb , Jp!, ~20!

b~1!3P~vb , Jp!1M→b~1!3P~vb , Jb!,
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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whereM represents some collision partner, and the tran
from JA to Jp and fromJp to Jb may occur in one or severa
steps.

The gateway effect has been observed previously in
homonuclear alkali diatomic molecules Na2 and Li2.

47,119–121

It appears likely that a similar phenomenon is occurring h
in the NaK molecule. However, more data is needed to ch
acterize the effect in this case, and this work is planned
the near future.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized the NaK 13D state by the
perturbation-facilitated optical–optical double resonan
method. Levels of the 13D state were easily identified by th
characteristic intensity pattern of their rotational lines o
served in excitation. These patterns are the result of fine
hyperfine structure involving the interaction of the electr
and nuclear spins with the other angular momentum vec
in the molecule. From the line positions, we have fit
complete set of Dunham coefficients for the 13D state
and have constructed an RKR potential curve from the
perimental data. As has been the case with other electr
states of the NaK molecule that have been stud
experimentally,28,32,35,36,44,82,88,100,105–109this experimental
potential curve is in excellent agreement with the recent t
oretical potentials of Magnier and Millie´.84

The 13D state lies between the Hund’s case a a
Hund’s case b coupling limits, but is much closer to case
The threeJ levels within anN manifold, J5N21, J5N,
and J5N11, are split by the spin–orbit interaction in th
case. We have studied this fine structure using the depe
bation program,LSQ.85 This analysis has resulted in the d
termination of the spin–orbit interaction constant, which v
ies slowly with the 13D state vibrational level. We have als
made a relatively crude, first attempt to analyze the 13D
state hyperfine structure. Like most other states of alkali
atomic molecules that have been studied to date, the hy
fine interaction of the NaK 13D state is dominated by th
Fermi contact interaction. In the present case, the 13D state
dissociates to the Na(3S1/2)1K(3D5/2) dissociation limit, so
the dominant effect is due to the Fermi contact interaction
the electron spin magnetic dipole moment with the sodi
nuclear spin moment. We have determined the value of
Fermi contact interaction constant, but additional wo
should be carried out to refine this value. Ultimately, a co
plete deperturbation of the combined fine and hyperfine
teractions, also taking into account the spin–spin and sp
rotation interactions should be carried out.

Our results indicate that the collisional ‘‘gateway’’ e
fect, previously observed in Na2 and Li2

47,119–121is also op-
erating effectively in the NaK b(1)3P(vb , J)
;A(2)1S1(vA , J) system. Further studies to quantify th
effect are planned for the near future in our lab.
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